This study investigated whether German participles are retrieved as whole words from lexical storage or whether they are accessed via their morphemic constituents. German participle formation is of particular interest, since it is concatenative for both regular and irregular verbs and results from combinations of regular/irregular stems with regular/irregular suffixes. Data from visual priming showed that regular and irregular participles facilitated their base verbs to the same degree, which argues against different processing systems. Furthermore, ''illegal combinations'' of participle affixes and verbal or nonverbal stems (geworft, gewurft) were as effective as correct participles (geworfen) in facilitating the morphologically related base verb (werfen). This indicates that stems contained in illegal combinations were accessed, regardless of whether they originated from regular or irregular verbs. These findings strongly argue for a single system that processes both regular and irregular inflection via access to morphemic constituents. Such a single processing model is suggested.
Introduction
The organization and information types of the mental lexicon remain an unsettled issue in psycholinguistic research. Much debated questions are (a) whether morphologically complex words are processed via parsing or via retrieval from memory, and (b) whether these processes are handled by a single or by a dual system. These are two separate questions that are often confounded and models seldom take an explicit stance. We attempt to evaluate existing models with respect to their position on these issues. Connectionist network models assume a single associative memory system that directly computes meaning representations from orthographic representations. Morphological regularities are an epiphenomenon of form-to-meaning mappings in such models (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Rueckl, Mikolinski, Raveh, Miner, & Mars, 1997; Smith, 1995) . Thus, there is one single system and a single process that handles all q This study was supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG), Grant 254/2 to Frank Rö sler. We thank Lena Squarra and Judith Halle for running the experiment, and Juan A. Hernández for his statistical advice. We would further like to thank Mihal Raveh and two anonymous reviewers for helpful comments on an earlier version of this article.
types of words. This is in contrast to other single system models, where different processes operate consecutively. For example, morpheme-first hypotheses assume that all complex forms are parsed into separate stem and affix units before whole-word representations can be accessed (Taft, 1979 (Taft, , 2004 Taft & Forster, 1975) . The reverse sequence is assumed by word-first models. Complex forms are retrieved as whole-word units before their morphemic constituents can be accessed (Giraudo & Grainger, 2000 , which, according to some models occurs only rarely as a fall-back procedure (Butterworth, 1983) .
Mixed approaches have both processes-parsing and access to full forms-run in parallel. Parsing can only be applied to complex words that are formed by productive processes, while words with nonproductive patterns are stored in the lexicon alongside with information about their morphological make-up (Chialant & Caramazza, 1995; Clahsen, 1999; Frost, Forster, & Deutsch, 1997; Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994; Pinker, 1998; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995) . However, these models differ in their definitions of 'productive' forms that undergo parsing, and consequently also in the definitions of those words that are to be retrieved from memory as 'unproductive' forms. Most important, the models differ on the assumption whether parsing and retrieval are incorporated in a single system (Frost et al., 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995) , or whether the processes are assumed to run in two completely distinct systems (Clahsen, 1999; Pinker, 1998; Prasada & Pinker, 1993) .
Past tense and participle formation in several languages has often been used to investigate potential differences between productive and unproductive forms. Differences between productive, that is, regular inflection and unproductive, that is, irregular inflection were taken as support for two different systems. At the root of the dual-system hypothesis for regular and irregular inflection are data from a seminal study of Stanners, Neiser, Hernon, and Hall (1979) . Regular past tense forms (poured) primed their base-form targets (pour) just as effectively as primes that were identical to the target. Base forms of irregular verbs (hang) were also primed when preceded by their past tense primes (hung), but to a lesser extent than by identical primes. Stanners et al. (1979) inferred two different systems and coined the concepts of ''full'' and ''partial'' activation that a base form may receive within such systems. In one system, only the base form has a lexical entry, which is shared by all other regularly inflected forms. Regular inflections are decomposed into base and affixes prior to lexical access, and only the base form is accessed. This access to the same entry produces the ''full'' activation of a base form. A second system stores all variants of irregularly inflected forms, as well as its base form, tightly connected to each other. This yields the ''partial'' activation of base forms when the irregular past tense form is accessed. These findings, together with the linguistically motivated distinction between a universal default and a lexical storage system (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) lay the cornerstone for the so-called ''dual mechanism'' account for inflectional systems (e.g., Clahsen, 1999; Clahsen, Eisenbeiss, Hadler, & Sonnenstuhl, 2001; Clahsen, Eisenbeiss, & Sonnenstuhl-Henning, 1997; Pinker, 1998 Pinker, , 1999 Pinker & Ullman, 2002; Prasada & Pinker, 1993; Ullman, 2001) . The model assumes two innate but completely separate systems: a parsing system that applies default rules to base forms, and a lexical storage system that stores all exceptions to these default rules as whole words.
Subsequent studies corroborated processing differences between regular and irregular verbs: In English, full priming was found for regular verbs, and either partial priming (Napps, 1989) or no priming at all for irregular verbs (Marslen-Wilson, 1999) . A similar difference was reported for German participles (Sonnenstuhl, Eisenbeiss, & Clahsen, 1999) . The picture became somewhat clouded when full priming was also found for irregular verbs in English (Forster, Davis, Schoknecht, & Carter, 1987) , and when recent priming studies in Italian (Orsolini & Marslen-Wilson, 1997) and French (Meunier & Marslen-Wilson, 2004 ) revealed similar past tense or participle priming effects for regular and irregular verbs. Such findings do not fit with a strict distinction between decomposition of regular forms and full lexical storage of irregular forms. Moreover, in a study on German participles (Smolka, Rö sler, & Wiese, 2003) , subgroups of irregular verbs showed rather heterogeneous priming patterns and differences in priming patterns between regular, semi-regular and irregular verbs seemed more determined by the verbs' frequency of occurrence than by their group membership: In the high-frequency range, the priming patterns of semi-regular verbs were similar to those of irregular verbs, whereas in the low-frequency range, semi-regular verbs showed priming patterns similar to those of regular verbs. Furthermore, these priming patterns mainly depended on factors other than regularity, such as the inflection type of the target, the frequency, morphological relation and the meaning relation of prime and target.
Thus, the evidence from priming studies supporting separate systems for regular and irregular forms can be considered inconclusive at best. This study provides an attempt to reveal the system that may explain the processing of regular and irregular inflection. The first aim was to test the issue of single versus dual systems. For this purpose, we examined regular and irregular participle priming with rigorous control over confounding variables. The second aim of this study was a search for the access codes of regular and irregular inflection. So far, this is the first study that uses nonword priming to examine whether regular and irregular inflection is parsed or retrieved as whole words. These issues will be spelled out below, citing evidence and models where relevant. To facilitate this, some information about German past participles is provided next.
German participle formation
German participle formation provides a means to tease apart factors which are confounded in many languages, such as suffixation, stem preservation, and predictability. The affixation of German participles is completely predictable. While the suffixation in English is largely restricted to regular verbs (see Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, 1995, Table 3 ), the affixation in German is the same for regular and irregular participle formation: the prefix ge-and one of two suffixes, -t or -en, are attached to a stem. The prefix ge-is used for both regular and irregular participle formations. Its distribution is, without exception, prosodically conditioned (Wiese, 1996b) , which is the reason why it is not focused upon here.
1
It is a particular stem-affix combination that renders a participle either regular or irregular. As Table 1 shows, both stem and suffix come in a 'regular' and an 'irregular' shape. The 'regular' stem preserves the infinitive stem, as in ge-kauf-t (bought) or ge-lauf-en (run). Any vowel change in the stem, as in ge-soff-en (boozed) from sauf-en (booze), which is sometimes accompanied by a consonant change, creates an irregular participle (for a description of these vowel changes see Wiese, 1996a) . With regard to suffixation, the -t suffix is considered the 'regular' suffix, whereas the -en suffix is considered the 'irregular' one. Since both suffix types combine with regular and irregular stems, this leads to different irregular forms, which we arbitrarily label 'irregular 1', 'irregular 2', or 'irregular 3' verbs (see Table 1 ). 'Irregular 1' participles combine the infinitive stem with the -en suffix, 'irregular 2' participles have a vowel change in the stem and the -en suffix, and 'irregular 3' participles a vowel change and the -t suffix. 'Regular' participles combine the infinitive stem with the -t suffix. ''Dual mechanism'' accounts (Clahsen, 1999; Marcus et al., 1995; Sonnenstuhl et al., 1999) consider this type as the default, since this formation is productive and applied in 'elsewhere' conditions: New verbs like simsen (send an SMS), denominal verbs like filmen (film, v.) from Film (film, n.), and derived verbs like rebellieren (rebel, v.) from Rebell (rebel, n.) are formed productively in this group. Moreover, low-frequency irregular verbs are regularized into this class.
The application of the 'regular' participle formation in elsewhere conditions is mirrored in their high type frequency. This is actually similar to English, where regular verbs are of high type frequency and irregular verbs are of high token frequency.
2 Table 1 summarizes the distribution of the roughly 1900 monomorphemic German verbs that are included in the CELEX data base (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Van Rijn, 1993) . Of these, about 200 types are irregular verbs, and about 1700 are 'regular' verbs of present-day German. Thus, even though all possible stem and suffix combinations are found in German, their type and token frequencies are extremely skewed.
A further important characteristic of German participle formation is that the inflection type cannot be predicted from the surface form of a verb. Whereas the theme vowel in an Italian infinitive (e.g., Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988; Orsolini & Marslen-Wilson, 1997) , or the citation form of a Hebrew verb (e.g., Deutsch, Frost, & Forster, 1998 ) denote the conjugation class to which a verb belongs, the surface form of a German verb allows no (synchronical) prediction as to whether a verb is inflected in a regular or irregular way. Several attempts have been made to search for onset and rhyme sequences that coincide with regular or irregular stem alternation (Beedham, 1994) . For example, most verbs with the onset /va/, like wachen, wallen, and warnen are regular, and verbs with the rhyme /INk/ in the stem, such as trinken, sinken, and stinken, tend to be irregular. However, the exceptions to such phonological rules are too many, as the irregular verbs wachsen and waschen or the regular verbs winken and blinken demonstrate. Thus, the assignment of German verbs to inflectional classes cannot be associated with any phonological features of the verbs involved. On the contrary, Durrell (2001) argues that it would be very surprising if this were possible, since throughout the history of Germanic many regular verbs like setzen (set) have been derived from irregular verbs with almost identical phonological structure like sitzen (sit). Furthermore, between Middle High German and Modern German, over two hundred irregular verbs became regular without it being possible to identify any phonological motivation behind these changes. Table 1 illustrates that verbs with similar rhymes like kaufen (buy), laufen (run), and saufen (booze) belong to different inflectional classes.
To summarize, the concatenation of the German participle formation is completely predictable: ge-is prefixed to a stem, followed by one of two suffixes (-t or -en). However, whether a stem undergoes vowel alternation or not, and which of the suffixes is attached, is completely unpredictable from the surface form of a verb.
Regular versus irregular participles: one or two systems?
The first major aim of our study is to test whether one or two systems are required for the processing of regular and irregular inflection. Strong support for claiming a dual system was derived from a priming study on German participles by Sonnenstuhl et al. (1999) . These authors measured the amount of facilitation that 'regular' and 'irregular 1' participles exerted to the recognition of a related verb target. Inflected verb targets such as kaufe (buy, 1st person singular present) were facilitated to the same degree by their 'regular' participle gekauft (30 ms) as by the identical prime kaufe (30 ms). This ''full'' participle priming was taken as evidence that regularly inflected forms are parsed and activated via the base kauf. In contrast, 'irregular 1' participles such as gelaufen (ran) primed their verb target laufe (run, 1st person singular present) to a lesser degree (25 ms) than identity primes (57 ms). This was interpreted as evidence that irregular participles are not parsed but rather stored as whole units in lexical memory, where they activate morphologically-related verb forms by means of network associations.
The question is, whether this interpretation is warranted. First, previous studies in English used bare stems in the identity condition to measure stem priming. In contrast, Sonnenstuhl et al. (1999) used an inflected verb form, namely the inflection of the first person singular present (infinitive stem + -e suffix), so that their identity priming does not represent ''stem priming'' per se. On the contrary, an inflection in the identity condition does not provide a valid measure of stem access unless one presupposes that both regularly and irregularly inflected verb forms are decomposed into stem and affixes. An identity condition that does not represent stem priming weakens the concept of ''full priming'' (as indication of decomposition via stem access) relative to that of ''partial priming'' (as indication of whole word access via semantic priming), and thus also any conclusions regarding decomposition or whole word access. In our study, we addressed the question whether participles are decomposed or stored as whole words by means of nonword priming, as we describe further below.
A second concern regards the critical interaction between verb class and priming in the study of Sonnenstuhl et al. (1999) . This interaction results from a difference in identity priming between regular (30 ms) and irregular (57 ms) verbs rather than from a difference between the participle priming of regular (30 ms) and irregular (25 ms) verbs (see also commentary of Drews, 1999) . Appendix A provides the distributional variables of the verb stimuli used in that experiment. As Appendix A indicates, the surface forms (1st person singular present) of the irregular verbs in the identity condition were of statistically significantly higher frequency than those of the regular verbs.
3 Hence, faster responses for the irregular identity condition than for the regular identity condition may have been the result of frequency effects. Moreover, given the skewed frequency distribution of regular and irregular verbs in general, it is quite difficult to closely match regular and irregular participles on frequency. Indeed, regular participles in Sonnenstuhl et al. were of lower surface and lemma frequency than irregular participles (see Appendix A). Therefore, unless the possibility is ruled out that frequency was a major cause of those results, the interaction-different relations of participle and identity priming for regular and irregular verbs-does not allow an unequivocal interpretation with regard to whether participles are decomposed or stored as whole words.
We controlled for such confounding variables in the present study. Each participle was paired with a control participle, carefully matching on both surface and Note. Verb class gives the terms used in the present study. In traditional German grammars, 'regular' verbs are called ''weak'' verbs, 'irregular 1' and 'irregular 2' verbs are subsumed under ''strong verbs'', and 'irregular 3' verbs are referred to as ''mixed verbs''. All examples are given in their orthographic form, hence -en suffix, and not in their phonetic form, where the letter e is realized as schwa /E/ or is not realized at all. N, type count of monomorphemic verbs, taken from CELEX (Baayen et al., 1993) .
lemma frequency, as well as for number of letters and neighbors. 4 Furthermore, in Sonnenstuhl et al. (1999) , the participle condition kept the meaning of the stem constant and varied the morphological form between prime and target (ge-kauf-t-kauf-e), whereas the unrelated condition kept the morphological form constant and varied the meaning of the stems (hü pf-e-kauf-e). The actual measurement of participle priming relative to the unrelated baseline thus comprised a comparison of both meaning and form. Importantly, in our study, test and control participles had the same affixes (prefix ge-and suffix -t or -en), providing maximal form control. Because of these rigorous controls, any priming can be attributed to the morphological (and semantic) relatedness of participle and target, and any difference between regular and irregular participle priming can be attributed to a difference between the two verb classes. Differences in participle priming would thus indicate a dual system, whereas equivalent participle priming would denote a single system. Illegal combination participles: decomposition or wholeword access?
Our second aim was to investigate whether participles are parsed into constituent morphemes or retrieved as whole-word units. The above comparison of regular and irregular participle priming may reveal whether a single or a dual system is required to explain the processing of regular and irregular inflection. However, both regular and irregular participle priming could reflect morphological as well as semantic priming. Hence, a different measure is required to uncover the size of the access units. Illegal combinations of morphemic constituents have been used for this purpose. Since illegal combinations do not exist and cannot be retrieved from memory, they can only facilitate a morphologically related target if their morphemic constituents are accessed.
Available data on illegal combinations do not provide a unitary picture. For example, Frost et al. (1997) combined existing roots with existing word patterns of Hebrew to form illegal combinations. These did not prime target words with the same root, although the root letters by themselves yielded priming. Frost et al. (1997) concluded that root morphemes can induce facilitation only if they are lexically presented as abstract root morphemes, but not if they are embedded in nonwords. Similarly, Drews and Zwitserlood (1995) found no facilitation for target words preceded by illegal combinations of a target's root and a derivational suffix. This contrasts with a recent study in French, in which Longtin and Meunier (2005) manipulated the root-suffix combinability to construct illegal combinations. Depending on suffix type, their combinations were either formed by productive rules which resulted in nonexistent but 'interpretable' nonwords, or they resulted in ungrammatical and thus 'noninterpretable' nonwords. Both types produced the same amount of priming as did existing derived words, providing strong evidence for morphological decomposition in visual word recognition.
In our study, verb targets like zä hmen (to tame), were either preceded by an illegal combination participle, such as gezahmt, or by a closely matched pseudostem participle, such as gezä hst. Illegal combination and pseudostem participles both represented nonwords that contained the typical participle affixes: the ge-prefix and either the regular -t or the irregular -en suffix. Pseudostem participles comprised a form-related but nonexistent stem like zä hs, whereas illegal combination participles contained an existing stem that was morphologically related to the verb target like zahm (tame, adj.). Priming of the target zä hmen will be observed only if the meaning of the stem zahm is accessed.
Two different types of stem were used for the construction of illegal combinations: Stems from within the verb paradigm, and stems from outside the verb paradigm. For half of the irregular verbs, we constructed illegal combinations by combining the correct participle stem with an incorrect suffix. For example, the stem of the irregular verb werfen (throw) undergoes vowel change ('ablaut') and is combined with the -en suffix to provide the participle geworfen (thrown). We combined this correct participle stem with the incorrect participle suffix -t to produce an illegal combination like geworft.
For a small set of irregular verbs, a stem that does not occur in the verbal paradigm can be found. For example, the noun stem Wurf (throw, n.) is morphologically related but contains an 'ablaut' that differs from all verbal stems of the 'irregular 2' verb werfen (throw): werf (infinitive), worf (participle), warf (preterit), wirf (2nd and 3rd person singular present), and wü rf (conditional). We used such nonverbal stems to construct illegal combinations such as gewurft.
Since, by definition, 'regular' verbs do not undergo vowel change in any inflectional variant, we searched for stems from outside the verb paradigm for all 'regular' verbs. For example, for the 'regular' verb kaufen (buy), we used the stem kä uf, which is found in the noun Kä ufer (customer) or in the adjective kä uflich (purchasable). In the case of 'regular' verbs, verbal and nonverbal stems differ via the application of 'umlaut' (Wiese, 4 Neighborhood size reflects the number of words that differ by one letter with respect to a target (word or nonword) while preserving the identity and position of the other letters (e.g., Arduino & Burani, 2004) . For example, the participle gekauft has a neighborhood size of two, due to its two neighbours gerauft and getauft. The pseudostem participle gekaust has seven word neighbors, namely gekauft, gehaust, gejaust, gelaust, gepaust, gesaust, and gezaust. 1996a, 1996b), which, in German, is represented by the graphemes ä, ö , and ü . These graphemes represent different phonemes than those represented by the graphemes a, o, and u, as the minimal pairs Bar (bar)-Bä r (bear), losen (draw lots)-lö sen (dissolve), and lugen (peek)-lü gen (lie) show.
Assuming that stems are marked for grammatical category, the combination of a participle stem with a participle suffix is grammatically possible. Illegal combinations comprising an irregular participle stem can thus be considered as 'interpretable' according to the definition by Longtin and Meunier (2005) . In contrast, the combination of a nominal stem with the participle affix is not only incorrect but also ungrammatical and can thus be considered as 'uninterpretable'. In our study, this is the case for both regular and irregular illegal combinations comprising a nonverbal stem. By means of these conditions we examined whether the meaning of stems in 'uninterpretable' formations is accessible.
These verbal and nonverbal stems (embedded in participle affixes) received carefully matched pseudostems (also embedded in participle affixes) as form controls. That is, a pseudostem, such as kaus or wenf, differed from the stem of the target (kauf or werf) by only one letter (in the rhyme) and by one or maximally two letters from the verbal or nonverbal stem of its corresponding illegal combination participle, such as kä uf or wurf.
Given that illegal combination and pseudostem participles differ only in whether they comprise an existing stem or not-what would existing models predict for illegal combination and pseudostem participles? First, connectionist approaches have morphological regularities as implicitly evolving from the mapping of orthographic and semantic representations (Rueckl et al., 1997; Rueckl & Raveh, 1999) . Morphological priming is assumed to emerge as a result of systematic mappings between orthographic and semantic codes. This mapping is sensitive not only to whole-word units but also to sub-patterns within words that map systematically to similar semantic codes (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Raveh, 2002; Rueckl & Raveh, 1999) . The pseudostems used here retained more position-specific letters and were thus even more orthographically similar to the targets than the stems embedded in illegal combinations. Nevertheless, illegal combination participles contain existing stems, which consistently map into the same semantic activation when appearing in several real words. Therefore, illegal combination participles should prime verb targets to a greater degree than pseudostem participles that do not contain such a consistent unit.
Second, word-first models (e.g., Giraudo & Grainger, 2000) agree that morphological information becomes available, but only after words are retrieved as whole units. Since neither illegal combination participles (gekä uft) nor pseudostem participles (gekaust) have lexical status, stems are not accessible, and no facilitation is expected. Third, morpheme-first models (e.g., Taft, 1994 Taft, , 2004 Taft & Forster, 1975) as well as dual route models that allow parsing and retrieval processes in parallel (e.g., Caramazza et al., 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995) predict that illegal combination participles are parsed into constituents. The former assume that parsing into morphemic constituents is an obligatory process for all complex forms, the latter only for items that do not possess a lexical representation. Thus, priming effects by illegal combination participles over and above form priming by pseudostem participles would provide strong evidence for parsing as an essential process in visual word recognition (e.g., Caramazza et al., 1988; Taft, 1979 Taft, , 2004 .
''Dual mechanism'' approaches are specifically designed for the processing of inflection (e.g., Clahsen, 1999; Pinker, 1999; Sonnenstuhl et al., 1999) . A default system parses and generates regularly inflected forms via rule. In contrast, irregularly inflected forms must be stored as whole words in the mental lexicon. If an irregular form, that is, an exception to the rule, cannot be retrieved from memory, the default will construct a 'regularized' form by applying this rule. The German default rule for the participle formation is assumed to suffix -t to the base, which is the stem of the infinitive (Clahsen, 1999; Marcus et al., 1995) . This combination (infinitive stem +-t) like gewerft is thus the only incorrect formation that the default may produce, and the infinitive stem should be the only stem that is accessible for irregular verbs.
In contrast to accessible default forms for irregular verbs, such as gewerft, we had two variants of illegal combination participles, those with stems from outside the verb paradigm and those with stems from within. Comparing effects of these two types can shed further light on the access codes of verb inflection. From a ''dual mechanism'' perspective, only stems of regular verbs such as kauf will be accessible, whereas the stems of originally irregular verbs such as worf will not. Some proponents of ''dual mechanism'' approaches assume that stems of irregular verbs may be accessible if they are combined with a regular affix, as is the case with irregular past tense forms. However, participles of irregular verbs, such as geworfen, are expected not to be decomposed since they do not contain a regular affix (e.g., Clahsen, Prü fert, Eisenbeiss, & Cholin, 2002) . Thus, according to these ''dual mechanism'' approaches, our nonword primes of irregular participle stems provide a strong test of decomposition: The stem worf should not be accessible, because the existing participle geworfen can only be retrieved as a whole unit. Hence, illegal combinations of regular participles, but not those of irregular participles may facilitate their related verb targets. However, if all stems exist as access codes regardless of verb class, both 'regular' and 'irregular' illegal combinations should prime related verbs. Moreover, because the prime itself does not require a response, priming effects by illegal combination participles would indicate that access to stems occurred regardless of task demands.
To summarize, our study pursued two main goals: (1) to assess whether inflection is processed by a single or a dual system by contrasting regular and irregular participle priming, and (2) to search for the type of access code used for regular and irregular verbs, by examining whether and how illegal combination participles facilitate a morphologically related target. If there is a single system for the processing of complex forms, there will be no difference in the priming by regular and irregular participles. Second, if parsing applies across the board so that constituent morphemes (and their meaning) are accessed, illegal combination participles should prime their verb targets. Moreover, if both of these assumptions hold, the priming of illegal combination participles will be equivalent to that of participle priming, and the priming of illegal combinations should be equivalent for those of originally regular and those of irregular participles.
Method

Participants
Thirty-eight university students participated in the experiment for course credit or payment. All were monolingual native speakers of German who had not been exposed to another language before the age of six. They were not dyslexic, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
Appendix B lists all stimuli with their corresponding distributional variables. The stimulus material was constructed with equal combinations of word/nonword primes paired with word/nonword targets. All primes-existing participles, illegal combination participles, and pseudostem participles-had the ge-prefix and either -t or -en suffix. All targets were presented in the infinitive (stem and -en suffix), which is also the citation form in German.
Targets
The target stimuli were 88 monomorphemic German verbs, 44 with 'regular', and 44 with 'irregular 2' participle formation, which is the largest irregular class (see Table 1 ). Since our main interest was in participle priming, 'regular' and 'irregular 2' verbs were matched on participle surface frequency (PF, see prime description below and Table 2 ). All target verbs were presented in the infinitive (stem + -en suffix).
Primes 352 prime-target pairs were constructed by combining each of the 88 target verbs with two word and two nonword primes. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of all prime types, including the number of items used, their mean participle surface frequency, mean lemma frequency, mean number of letters, and mean neighborhood size (type count).
Word primes
For each target verb, its corresponding participle was used as prime. All participles had the ge-prefix. 'Regular' and 'irregular 2' participles were of relatively low frequency and were matched on participle surface frequency (PF) and lemma frequency (LF), as indicated by CELEX (Baayen et al., 1993) .
Each participle was paired with a control participle that was morphologically, orthographically, and seman- Note. Four different types of primes were used for each 'regular' or 'irregular 2' verb target: PT, participle of the target; UPT, unrelated participle; ICP, illegal combination participle (with nonverbal stems for 'regular' verbs'; nonverbal and correct participle stems for 'irregular 2' verbs), PSP, pseudostem participle. All frequencies are according to CELEX (Baayen et al., 1993) . N, number of items used; PF, mean participle surface frequency per one million, LF, mean lemma frequency per one million; Letters, number of letters; Ntype, number of neighbors per 6 million.
tically unrelated to the target. A matched control participle belonged to the same verb class as the test participle, and thus possessed the same suffix. It was further matched on number of letters and neighbors. Most important, it was closely matched to its test participle on both surface and lemma frequency, either having the same or a slightly higher occurrence.
Nonword primes
An illegal combination participle was constructed for each target verb. Illegal combination participles for regular and irregular verbs were both constructed with a -t suffix and differed only with respect to their stem.
Since 'regular' verbs never undergo stem alternation, all 44 illegal combination participles contained stems from outside the verb paradigm. For example, the stem kä uf, found in the noun Kä ufer (customer) and in the adjective kä uflich (purchasable) was used to form the illegal combination gekä uft for the 'regular' verb kaufen (buy). In the case of 'regular' verbs, verbal and nonverbal stems differed via the application of 'umlaut' (see Wiese, 1996a Wiese, , 1996b . Thirty-one of the 44 'regular' verbs, and hence also their correct participles, possessed an 'umlaut', as in gekä mpft (fought), while their corresponding illegal participles stems, as in gekampft, did not, and vice versa for the other thirteen 'regular' verbs.
Two types of stems were used for 'irregular 2' verbs: 22 illegal combination participles contained the correct participle stem, such as stunk from gestunken (stunk), producing illegal gestunkt. For the other 22 'irregular 2' verbs, a nonverbal stem, such as Schluss (closure, n.) was used, to create illegal combinations such as geschlusst. Importantly, this noun stem Schluss differs from all verbal stems of the 'irregular 2' verb schließen (close). There are only 22 'irregular 2' verbs for which a morphologically related nonverbal stem exists that is not part of the verbal paradigm, and which results in a nonword when combined with the participle affixes.
A control pseudostem participle was constructed for each illegal combination participle. First, the pseudostem differed from the stem of the target verb by only one letter: To keep the pseudostem as similar as possible to the original verb stem, a letter of the rhyme of the verb stem was exchanged. Second, the pseudostem differed from the stem of its matched illegal combination participle by maximally two letters. Pseudostem participles that were paired with illegal combination participles with nonverbal stems-all 'regular' types and half of the 'irregular 2' types-had a -t suffix. The other half of 'irregular 2' types were suffixed -en. All pseudostem items in this study preserved the phonotactic constraints of German.
Stripping the ge-prefix off an illegal combination participle (e.g., geworft-worft) or a pseudostem participle (e.g., geworst-worst) did not lead to existing words.
To summarize, each verb target had four primes. The participle prime and the illegal combination participle possessed stems that were related to the target. The matched control participle was completely unrelated, and the pseudostem participle merely form-related to the target. Appendix B lists all targets and corresponding word and nonword primes. The four primes of a target were allocated to four lists by a Latin square design, yielding 88 experimental prime-target pairs on each list.
Fillers 176 prime-target pairs were included in each list as fillers. This had two purposes: first, to obtain the same number of word/nonword primes and word/nonword target pairs, and second, to reduce the proportion of related prime-target pairs to 16.6%. All filler items differed from the experimental materials.
Forty-four verbs in the infinitive and 132 pseudostem verbs (e.g., karfen and strohlen) were used as targets, 88 existing and 88 pseudostem participles were used as primes. Of these, 22 participle primes and 22 pseudostem participle primes were combined with verb targets, and 66 participle primes and 66 pseudostem participle primes were combined with pseudostem verbs.
In total, each list comprised 264 prime-target pairs, 66 with word primes and word targets, 66 with word primes and nonword targets, 66 with nonword primes and word targets and 66 with nonword primes and nonword targets.
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a 17'' monitor, connected to an IBM-compatible Pentium III personal computer. Response latency was recorded from the left and right 'control' keyboard keys.
Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four lists. Each list was further subdivided into four blocks of 66 trials each. The ordering of the prime-target pairs was randomized for each participant. Shuffling was repeated until maximally four word or nonword targets were presented consecutively.
Participants were tested individually in a dimly lit room, with a viewing distance of about 70 cm from the screen. There were twenty practice trials. Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross in the center of the screen for 1000 ms. Then the prime was presented for 200 ms, followed by an offset (blank screen) of 100 ms (SOA 300 ms), after which the target appeared until a participant's response. The intertrial interval was 2000 ms. Primes and targets were presented in the center of the screen in white Sans Serif letters on a black background. Primes were presented in uppercase 22-point letters, targets were presented in lowercase 26-point letters.
Participants made lexical decisions to the targets and were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately as possible. Word responses were given with the index finger of the dominant hand, nonword responses with the index finger of the subordinate hand. Participants received feedback on the correctness of each response during practice trials, and on incorrect responses during the experimental session. After the response, either the word RICHTIG (correct) appeared in green uppercase letters, or FALSCH (incorrect) appeared in red uppercase letters, 28-point, for 500 ms (40 points) above the center of the screen.
The experiment lasted for 20 min. Breaks between blocks were self-paced by participants.
Results
The data of two participants were removed (one participant due to extremely slow responses, mean = 1450 ms, and one participant who closed her eyes to avoid seeing the primes), so that 36 participants were included in the data analyses. Means over word and nonword responses were calculated separately for each participant. Reaction times (RTs) exceeding 2 standard deviations from a participant's mean were excluded (4.1% of the critical data). Mean response latencies were calculated for correct responses; mean error rate was 3.7% for the critical trials. Table 3 provides the RT and error means as well as the corresponding effects.
Analyses were performed on RT and accuracy data with participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ) as random variables. In the following participant analyses (F 1 ), all variables were treated as repeated measures factors; in the item analyses (F 2 ), the variables Regularity ('regular'/ 'irregular 2') and Stem (nonverbal/participle) were treated as between items factors, all other variables as repeated measures factors. With each priming effect, we report its 95% confidence interval (Masson & Loftus, 2003) .
Regular versus irregular participles: one or two systems?
The first question was whether regular and irregular participles prime their related base verbs to the same extent. For this purpose, latency and accuracy measures after word primes were entered in a two-way ANOVA with Regularity ('regular'/'irregular 2') and Relatedness (related/unrelated) as factors. The main effect of Regularity was not significant, neither with the latency data, F 1 (1, 35) = 2.26, p = .1420; F 2 and minF 0 < 1, nor with the accuracy data (F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1). In contrast, the main effect of Relatedness was significant with both the latency measure, F 1 (1, 35) = 48.63, p < .0001; F 2 (1, 86) = 43.63, p < .0001, minF 0 (1, 104) = 22.99, p < .0001, and the accuracy measure, F 1 (1, 35) = 7.78, p = .0085; F 2 (1, 86) = 6.60, p = .0119; minF 0 (1, 106) = 3.570, p = .0616. Responses for verb targets following related participles (557 ms; 3.0%) were recognized faster (53 ± 17 ms) and with fewer errors (2.3 ± 3%) than those following an unrelated participle (610 ms; 5.3%). Most important, the interaction was not significant on any measure (all F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1). This clearly confirmed that the priming of 'regular' participles (54 ± 17 ms; 1.3 ± 3%) was equivalent to that of 'irregular' participles (52 ± 17 ms; 3.4 ± 3%).
Illegal combination participles: decomposition or whole word access?
The second aim of this study was to examine whether nonwords, that is, illegal combination participles, can facilitate the recognition of a following verb target, and whether illegal combinations that originate from both regular and irregular participles can produce such facilitation. Response latencies and accuracies after nonword primes were entered in a two-way ANOVA with the factors Regularity ('regular'/'irregular 2') and Relatedness (related/unrelated), where illegal combination participles represented the related nonwords and pseudostem participles the unrelated nonwords. There was no main effect of Regularity on any measure (all F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1). The main effect of Relatedness was significant with the latency measure, F 1 (1, 35) = , and minF 0 < 1). Illegal combination participles (568 ms) significantly facilitated responses relative to merely form-related pseudostem participles (599 ms). Thus, morphologically-related stems facilitated the processing of the following target, even if embedded in a nonword. Again, the interaction was not significant, neither with latency (F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1) nor with accuracy data, F 1 (1, 35) = 2.27, p = .1410; F 2 (1, 86) = 2.95, p = .0894; minF 0 (1, 88) = 1.282, p = .2605. Clearly, priming effects were equivalent for illegal combinations that originated from 'regular' participles (33 ± 17 ms) and those from 'irregular 2' participles (30 ± 17 ms).
Next, priming for illegal combinations that originated from 'irregular 2' verbs was examined in more detail. Half of these included the correct participle stem (as in gestunkt), whereas the other half contained a nonverbal stem (as in gewurft). The question was whether both types of stem contributed to the overall priming effect. A twoway ANOVA with Relatedness (related/unrelated) and Stem (participle/nonverbal) was conducted for this subset. As expected, there was a main effect of Relatedness, F 1 (1, 35) = 11.42, p = .0018; F 2 (1, 42) = 6.68, p = .0133; minF 0 (1, 117) = 4.214, p = .0436. The nonsignificant main effect of Stem, F 1 (1, 35) = 1.45, p = .2361; F 2 and minF 0 < 1, together with the absence of an interaction (F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1) showed that reactions to 'irregular 2' targets were equally facilitated, whether the prime contained a nonverbal stem (34 ± 21 ms) or the correct participle stem (26 ± 21 ms).
Word participles versus illegal combination participles
To examine whether the priming effects of illegal combination participles were equivalent to those of existing participles, a two-way ANOVA with Prime Lexicality (word/nonword) and Regularity ('regular'/'irregular 2') was performed on difference scores (unrelatedrelated), calculated for latency and accuracy measures.
The main effect of Regularity was not reliable for response latencies (F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1), and marginally significant with the accuracy measure, F 1 (1, 35) = 3.20, p = .0823; F 2 (1, 86) = 4.15, p = .0448; minF 0 (1, 88) = 1.806, p = .1824, nor was the interaction significant (all F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1). 5 This confirms that, overall, 'regular' and 'irregular 2' verbs were primed to the same extent. The main effect of Prime Lexicality was marginally significant with both the latency data, F 1 (1, 35) = 3.82, p = .0586; F 2 (1, 86) = 3.48, p = .0655; minF 0 (1, 103) = 1.821, p = .1802, and the accuracy data, F 1 (1, 35) = 4.54, p = .0401; F 2 (1, 86) = 3.75, p = .0562; minF 0 (1, 107) = 2.053, p = .1548. Participle priming (53 ± 22 ms; 2.3 ± 2.7%) was slightly more efficient than the priming of illegal combination participles (31 ± 22 ms; À0.39 ± 2.7%).
In the above comparison, responses following related word primes were subtracted from those following unrelated word primes, and responses following illegal combination participles were subtracted from those after unrelated nonword primes (i.e., pseudostem participles). To compare our findings to those of Longtin and Meunier (2005) who measured related word priming and related nonword priming with reference to the same baseline, namely, unrelated word primes, in the following analyses we calculated the priming of participles and illegal combination participles relative to the same baseline, namely unrelated word participles. A two-way ANOVA with Prime Lexicality (word/nonword) and Regularity ('regular'/ 'irregular 2') was run on difference scores, calculated for latency and accuracy measures.
As in all other analyses, neither the main effect of Regularity nor the interaction were significant, neither on the latency nor on the accuracy measure (all F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1). Most important, the main effect of Prime Lexicality was neither significant with the latency data, F 1 (1, 35) = 2.03, p = .1634, F 2 (1, 86) = 1.16, p = .2846, minF 0 < 1, nor with the accuracy data (F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1). This clearly indicates that-when compared with the same baseline-the recognition of a related verb target was facilitated to the same degree by correct participles (53 ± 13 ms; 2.3 ± 1.9%) as it was by illegal combination participles (43 ± 13 ms; 2.0 ± 1.9%). Fig. 1 depicts these word and nonword priming effects separately for regular and irregular verbs.
Pseudostem participles versus unrelated word participles: is there a form effect?
The above analyses showed that illegal combination participles were equivalent to the real participles as primes when compared with the same baseline of unrelated word participles, but not when compared with pseudostem participles. Note that the pseudostems (kaus in gekaust) were a close match for the target stem (kauf in kaufen), whereas the stems of the unrelated participles (prü f in geprü ft) were not.
In order to examine whether the pure form similarity of pseudostems influenced target recognition, we ran a two-way ANOVA with the factors Regularity ('regular'/'irregular 2') and Form (similar/dissimilar), with 5 This main effect of Regularity for error data combines the responses for verb targets following both word and nonword primes. It states that regular verb targets following participles and illegal combination participles are responded to slightly more accurately than irregular verb targets following participles and illegal combination participles. Since this finding does not allow any theoretical conclusions regarding decomposition vs. retrieval or regarding single vs. dual systems, we do not discuss this effect in detail.
pseudostems comprising the similar stems and unrelated word participles representing the dissimilar stems.
There were no significant effects for the latency data: Neither the main effect of Form, F 1 (1, 35) = 2.34, p = .1354; F 2 (1, 86) = 2.40, p = .1249; minF 0 (1, 98) = 1.184, p = .2791, nor the main effect of Regularity, F 1 (1, 35) = 1.52, p = .2254; F 2 and minF 0 < 1, nor the interaction (F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1) were significant. However, the main effect of Form was significant with the accuracy measure, F 1 (1, 35) = 7.08, p = .0117; F 2 (1, 86) = 4.96, p = .0285; minF 0 (1, 113) = 2.916, p = .0905. Together with the nonsignificant main effect of Regularity and the nonsignificant interaction (all F 1 , F 2 , and minF 0 < 1), this indicates that verb targets were recognized more accurately when they were preceded by pseudostem participles with orthographically similar stems (2.9%) than when they were preceded by unrelated word participles holding dissimilar stems (5.3%). That is, meaningless, but form-related nonword controls increased the accuracy of target recognition (by 2.4 ± 1.8%) relative to word controls.
Discussion
This study pursued two goals: first, to examine whether one or two systems are required for the processing of regular and irregular inflection, and second, to explore whether whole words or morphemic constituents represent the access codes of regular and irregular inflection.
Regular versus irregular participles: one or two systems?
With respect to the first issue, we compared the priming effects of regular and irregular participles. Similar priming effects can be taken as evidence for a single system for both verb classes, whereas different priming effects may necessitate the postulation of a dual system. This was the logic of the study by Sonnenstuhl et al. (1999) .
As mentioned earlier, regular and irregular verbs are of different type and token frequency. Furthermore, regular participles suffixed with the single letter -t are, on the whole, shorter than irregular participles with the suffix -en. It is thus almost impossible to closely match regular and irregular participles on confounding variables like surface frequency, lemma frequency, suffix, letter length, and number of neighbors. We therefore closely matched each regular and irregular participle with a baseline participle on all of these variables.
The results are straightforward: 'Regular' participles (gekauft) primed their base verbs (kaufen) to the same degree as 'irregular 2' participles (geworfen) primed their base verbs (werfen; 54 and 52 ms, respectively). This result replicates previous findings in Italian (Orsolini & Marslen-Wilson, 1997) , French (Meunier & MarslenWilson, 2004) , and German (Smolka et al., 2003) . The size of the participle priming effects obtained here strikingly resembles the effects reported in Smolka et al. (2003) , where low-frequency 'regular' participles produced a priming effect of 48 ms and 'irregular 2' participles a priming effect of 47 ms. In fact, even the one study on German participle priming that argues for a ''dual mechanism'' model (Sonnenstuhl et al., 1999) observed equivalent priming by 'regular' (30 ms) and 'irregular 1' (25 ms) participles. As discussed earlier, the critical interaction reported there was not due to different participle priming but rather due to differences in identity priming. Overall, evidence across these different languages converges that regular and irregular participles prime the recognition of their base verbs to the same degree.
In English, several studies showed different priming patterns for regular and irregular verbs (Marslen-Wilson, 1999; Napps, 1989; Stanners et al., 1979) . However, a recent study demonstrated that the amount of participle priming depended on the form overlap between a participle and its base (Pastizzo & Feldman, 2002) : Fully form overlapping (regular) participles produced the strongest priming effect, partially overlapping (irregular) participles yielded a weaker effect, and participles with the least form overlap did not yield priming. Such graded effects suggest that a single system processes regular and irregular participles. These and our findings are compatible with the assumption of some connectionist models (Seidenberg & Arnoldussen, 2003; Westermann, 2005) that any processing differences between regular and irregular verbs may reflect a distinction along distributional variables rather than a grammatical distinction. Obviously, besides the grammatical distinction of regularity versus irregularity, verbs may differ along many dimensions that affect their processing, such as frequency, letter length, number of neighbors, spelling to sound correspondences, and the like. Using German participles, Westermann (2005) showed that his constructivist neural network model developed an additional structure mainly for irregular participles, which resulted in a dissociation between regular and irregular verbs. However, this dissociation between regular and irregular verbs was better described in terms of a continuum between verbs that are easy to process and those that are hard to process rather than by the grammatical distinction.
These modeling data are compatible with our priming data: Regular and irregular participles produced the same amount of priming, when many distributional variables were controlled. Together, the results provide strong evidence against a dichotomy in terms of regular and irregular inflection. Given that a single system can adequately explain the processing of regular and irregular inflection, there is no need to postulate principally different systems.
Illegal combination participles: decomposition or whole word access?
Participle priming patterns may reveal how many systems need to be postulated, but not what kind of processes operate within a system, namely, whether participles are parsed or retrieved. Our second aim thus was to examine the nature of the access codes for inflected words: whole words or morphemic constituents? Participants saw illegal combination participles (gekä uft) before they responded to a verb target (kaufen). Since illegal combination participles do not exist and cannot be retrieved from memory, only their stem (kä uf) is morphologically related to the verb target. Hence, any priming of the verb target must originate from the activation of the stem of the illegal combination and can be taken as evidence that the constituents of the illegal combination were accessed. This is exactly what the results demonstrated: Illegal combination participles (gekä uft) clearly facilitated the recognition of verb targets (kaufen), relative to the form-related pseudostem participles (gekaust).
In the present study, participants were consciously aware of the prime (300 ms SOA). Moreover, all primes consisted of participle formations with a ge-prefix and either the -t or the -en suffix. Thus, participants may have applied a strategy to decompose the illegal combination participles into their constituent units. Therefore, we cannot establish whether the decomposition of illegal combination participles ocurred automatically or not.
Nevertheless, such nonword priming is problematic for word-first models (Butterworth, 1983; Giraudo & Grainger, 2000 Henderson, Wallis, & Knight, 1984) . Priming by illegal combination participles rather supports models that assume morphemic access units in the mental lexicon (e.g., Caramazza et al., 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Taft, 2004) . They agree well with evidence from French, where derivational illegal combinations produced the same amount of priming as did existing derived words with the same stem (Longtin & Meunier, 2005) . This even held when stem and suffix were incompatible with respect to grammatical category. For example, the French suffix -eur may be attached to verbs or adjectives, but not to nouns, so that the illegal combination denteur is an ungrammatical combination and was thus classified as 'uninterpretable' by the authors.
Similarly, most illegal combination participles used here were ungrammatical and 'uninterpretable' combinations: Nonverbal stems derived from nouns or adjectives, such as kä uf, cannot be grammatically combined with participle affixes. Nevertheless, these ungrammatically embedded stems facilitated the recognition of verb targets to the same degree as stems from within the verb paradigm. Apparently, the word-category to which the stem belongs is irrelevant. Priming is observed, as long as parsing provides an existing stem whose meaning can be accessed. Our data thus show that even completely unpredictable and 'uninterpretable' forms are decomposed.
To summarize, our findings provide further evidence in favor of a single system that decomposes complex forms into constituent units in an effort to extract meaning from these constituents (see our model below).
Illegal combinations of regular and irregular participles
We further showed that meaning is extracted from stems of both regular and irregular inflection. Illegal combination participles such as gekä uft, originating from regular verbs, and illegal combinations such as geworft, originating from irregular verbs, produced equal priming (33 and 30 ms, respectively).
''Dual mechanism'' models (e.g., Clahsen et al., 2001; Pinker, 1998) incorporate different access procedures and thus predict different facilitation for regular and irregular verbs. Stems of regular verbs can be accessed, but not those of irregular verbs. Thus, illegal combination participles derived from regular verbs should prime a morphologically related target, those from irregular verbs should not. Evidently, the fact that illegal combinations of both regular and irregular participles showed equivalent facilitation strongly disagrees with the idea of two systems.
Advocates of a ''dual mechanism'' account may argue that all types of nonwords, hence also illegal combination participles and pseudostem participles, are expected to be decomposed: If a word cannot be retrieved from memory, the system will assume that it must be a regularly inflected item that requires decomposition. But parsing will result in irregular stems, such as worf, which are not supposed to be represented, if irregularly inflected participles are not decomposed and exist only as whole words (e.g., Clahsen et al., 2002) . The use of nonword primes with stems of irregular participles thus provided a strong test for stem access in our experiments.
Furthermore, ''dual mechanism'' models (e.g., Clahsen, 1999; Pinker, 1998) permit the default system to generate an inflected form for irregular verbs, if the storage system does not provide an existing form. Since the default for German participle formation is assumed to combine the infinitive stem with the -t suffix, an illegal combination like gewerft should be the only form in which the stem of an irregular verb like werfen is accessible. Yet, we found priming effects of illegal combinations of originally irregular participles, independent of suffix type and vowel alternation. Our results thus demonstrate that other combinations besides the default combination are parsed, and other stems besides the infinitive stem are accessible as separate units in the mental lexicon, no matter whether these stems belong to regular or irregular verb inflection. This provides strong evidence against an inborn default system, as assumed by ''dual mechanism'' models.
Word participles versus illegal combination participles
How do priming effects of illegal combination participles and existing participles compare? When calculated relative to pseudostem primes (gekaust), which held a stem that was orthographically very similar to the target stem (kauf), effects of illegal combination participles (gekä uft) were somewhat smaller than those of correct participles. However, when calculated relative to the same baseline, that is, an unrelated existing participle (geprü ft), the priming of illegal combination participles (43 ms) was equivalent to that of existing participles (53 ms).
These two different baselines-an orthographically similar nonword prime and an unrelated word primerevealed two aspects: the influence of orthographic similarity and the strength of morphological relations. First, nonword primes with pure form overlap activate the target's stem to some degree, as was revealed in a significant effect with the error data. Pseudostem participles (gekaust) and unrelated participles (geprü ft) share the same participle affixes, so that any facilitation by pseudostem participles can be attributed to the form similarity between pseudostems (kaus) and target stems (kauf). This small form effect is compatible with the idea that early visual word recognition is based on orthographically motivated segmentation (Rastle, McCormick, & Davis, 2005) , and with connectionist models which postulate that meaning activation is subserved by the activation of orthographically analogous units (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Rueckl & Raveh, 1999) . Second, the finding that nonwords and words produce equivalent priming as long as the stems of prime and target are morphologically related, demonstrates a morphological effect: Stem morphemes are accessed and activated for meaning, and this occurs regardless of the overall lexicality of the prime. As stated earlier, these results agree well with data from Longtin and Meunier (2005) for derived nonword combinations in French. Since these authors used masked priming conditions, under which participants were unaware of the prime, Longtin and Meunier concluded that morphemic units are extracted automatically and very early in visual word recognition.
Could it be that effects of illegal combination participles are due to orthographic rather than morphological similarity? Connectionist models assume that ''morphologically related words have similar and overlapping patterns of activation over form and semantic processing units'' (Raveh, 2002, p. 322) . Morphological regularities are assumed to emerge as the result of statistical regularities between form and meaning overlap, which are represented at hidden layers between orthographic and semantic codes (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Raveh, 2002; Rueckl & Raveh, 1999) .
For regular verbs, the stems of pseudostem participles (gekaust) and those of illegal combination participles (gekä uft) shared the same number of letters with the stem of the verb target (kaufen). With regard to irregular verbs, our data showed that the orthographic-to-semantic meaning mappings may include units that are orthographically very dissimilar from the original units: zug and zog from zieh, or waag and wog from wieg. Thus, from the viewpoint of position-specific letter nodes (Rueckl & Raveh, 1999) , illegal combinations like gezugt (instead of correct gezogen, pulled) or gewaagt (instead of correct gewogen, weighed), had even less orthographic similarity to the targets' stems zieh and wieg than the matched pseudostem participles gezient and gewiebt. Nevertheless, illegal combination participles significantly primed responses relative to these pseudostem participles. This facilitation clearly demonstrates that morphological regularities in German go beyond form-to-meaning mappings. It is debatable whether such abstracted units must be explicitly represented or may be captured via hidden units. At present, we prefer to think of them as explicit morphological units in order to emphasize their possible dissimilarity in form.
Therefore, we interpret our findings in terms of an initial segmentation process that is orthographically motivated, but that activates the smallest meaningful units: morphemic constituents. This activation becomes independent of form and occurs whenever the system has the opportunity to extract meaning.
To summarize, this study explored whether regular and irregular inflection is processed by a single or a dual system. Equivalent regular and irregular participle priming argues for a single system. Second, we asked whether participles are retrieved as whole-word units or whether they are accessed via their morphemic constituents. Priming of illegal combination participles showed that the meaning of stems is accessed. Moreover, the priming of illegal combination participles was equivalent to the priming of existing participles, indicating that stems are accessed for meaning regardless of whether they are embedded in existing words or nonexistent formations. Furthermore, both word and nonword priming was equivalent for regular and irregular inflection, confirming that stems are accessed for meaning irrespective of whether they originate from regular or irregular inflection. Finally, the same amount of priming by illegal combination participles comprising verbal stems and those comprising nonverbal stems indicated that stems activate the same meaning concepts regardless of their grammatical category. These findings are captured in the model below. Fig. 2 depicts the outline of a single system for visual word recognition. Most important, the same processes apply regardless of whether the input consists of existing or nonexistent, regular or irregular forms, interpretable or 'noninterpretable' forms. We assume that the input comprises orthographic codes that are mapped onto semantic codes by means of an intermediate layer that captures these form-to-meaning mappings.
The model
The initial process partitions orthographic strings into frequently encountered segments such as bigrams or trigrams, which are mapped onto meaning. Indeed, our findings showed that meaningless but form-related pseudostems, such as kaus in gekaust, facilitated the recognition of targets such as kaufen. This form-to-meaning mapping is reiterated until the most successful mapping is reached, which will correspond to the smallest meaningful units: morphemic constituents. Thus, orthographic strings like gekauft, gekä uft, geworfen, and gewurft, are segmented into their constituent morphemes: ge-, kauf-, worf, kä uf-, wurf, -t, -en.
Similar to connectionist models, we assume that orthographic codes are mapped onto meaning codes via an intermediate layer. This intermediate layer comprises morphological regularities, that is, statistical regularities between form and meaning overlap that determine the performance of the system: the more morphological regularities (i.e. form and meaning overlap), the faster and more efficient the system (Rueckl & Raveh, 1999) . However, the question is whether morphemic constituents are explicitly represented or not.
As discussed above, the stems that relate to a particular concept, such as the stems werf, worf, wurf relating to the concept throw or the stems zieh, zog, and zug relating to pull, may vary substantially in their orthographic overlap. This means that the form-to-meaning mapping becomes progressively independent of form, allowing the variation of orthographic relatedness across morphemic units. A connectionist model could assume hidden units that capture variations of the vowel as in werf, worf, wurf by a common representation such as W_RF. However, since the orthographic variance at hand may include most of the stem as in the example zieh, zog, zug, we prefer to emphasize the orthographic dissimilarity that the units may span by having the abstracted form-to-meaning mappings explicitly represented as morphological units.
The meaning of these morphemes is accessed and corresponding concepts at the concept level are activated. For example, the unit ge-of the input string gekauft activates the meaning of past (in its function as participle prefix 6 ), the unit -t activates the meaning of past (in its function of participle suffix), as well as the meaning of present (for 3rd person singular or 2nd person plural). Among these different activations, the concept past will yield the highest activation by the combined units ge-and -t. The unit kauf will activate the concept buy. Together, activations of buy and past will give rise to the meaning of bought.
The same principle holds for nonword formations such as the illegal combination gekä uft, which provides access to the affixes ge-and -t as well as to the (nonverbal) stem kä uf at the morpheme level, which will activate the concept buy. Again, the combined activations of buy and past will produce the meaning of bought. Thus, the item gekä uft activates the same concepts as the correct Fig. 2 . A single system model as applied to the processing of regular and irregular inflection (see text for further details.) item gekauft. Regardless of whether the input represents existing or nonexistent formations, this activation will prime another concept-related target verb like kaufen.
In contrast to the assumptions of a ''dual mechanism'' account that irregularly inflected participles are accessed as whole words (e.g. Clahsen, 1999 ), the present model suggests that the parsing process is the same for irregular participles like geworfen. The units ge-, worf, and -en are accessed, which activate the concepts throw and past, jointly generating the meaning thrown. However, if no stem exists, as wors in the pseudostem participle geworsen, the only activation at the concept level is that produced by the affixes, which activate the concept past. Although the form similarity of the pseudostem can activate the meaning of a form-related word to some degree-as observed in this study-this activation is not sufficient to fully activate the concept throw.
The model thus predicts that all existing stems, regardless of whether they belong to a regular or an irregular participle, are accessed and activate their corresponding concepts. Our data demonstrate that these stems do not even require word status. Rather, similar to abstract root morphemes in Hebrew (Frost et al., 1997, Exp. 3), stems are lexically represented and serve as lexical units.
It is possible that the kind of morphological decomposition described here applies to German, Italian, and French irregular inflections, since they are concatenated, but not to English irregular inflection which is not. The present model assumes that also in English those constituents that represent meaning will be abstracted from orthographic strings. For example, the orthographic strings dealt, grown, and stolen will be segmented into their constituent morphemes deal, grow, and stole, which will activate their underlying concepts. What about those irregular forms that do not preserve the morphemic boundaries? A strong morphological model would assume that even an orthographic string like taught is segmented into taugh and -t, however, this remains to be tested in future experiments, probing whether illegal combinations such as taughen, taughed, grewed, grewn, sinken, sanked, or stealed, stealen, and stoled active their corresponding base verbs.
The organization of stems
Stems are organized according to their meaning and independent of word category. All verbal stems such as werf, worf, warf, and wirf, together with the nonverbal stem wurf, activate the same concept throw, and the verbal stem kauf activates the same concept as does the nonverbal stem kä uf. As exemplified above, the assumption that an illegal combination participle such as gewurft activates the same concept throw as does the correct participle geworfen can explain why these two items prime the following verb target werfen to the same degree.
Because different stem variants relate to the same concept, and because they need not be marked for syntactic category, a further consequence emerges for the model: Each stem exists only once, there are no different lemmas for the same form of a stem. It is the same stem kauf that is used in the inflected verb form in combination with participle suffixes, gekauft, in derived verbs, such as abkaufen (buy sth. from so.), ankaufen (buy), verkaufen (sell), in deverbal nouns, such as Kauf (buy, n.), complex adjectives, such as kaufenswert (worth buying), or complex nouns, such as Kaufhaus (department store) or Hauskauf (purchase of a house). The assumption of a single stem regardless of syntactic category differs from previous models assuming that stems are marked for their syntactic category (e.g. Caramazza et al., 1988; Niswander, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2000; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995) . For example, Taft (2004) assumes that ''different parts of speech of a word will be represented by different lemmas linked to the same form units''. That is, in his model, there is a separate lemma for the noun and verb versions of kauf, and each of these has its own frequency of occurrence, so that the frequency of the verb lemma for kauf will differ from the frequency of the noun lemma for kauf or the adjective lemma for kauf. However, such a distinction may become rather difficult in cases of complex forms, such as compounds, deverbal nouns, denominal adjectives, and the like. In contrast, the present model assumes that the frequency of the stem kauf is represented by the frequency of all (orthographically identical) forms kauf encountered in the lexicon.
Although this was not directly tested here, the model predicts that the frequency of a single constituent will influence the word recognition process. Previous findings repeatedly showed that word responses were influenced by the frequency of a word's stem, that is, by the frequency of all other words sharing that stem. With surface frequency matched, words with high-frequency stems were recognized faster than words with low-frequency stems (e.g. Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997; Bertram, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2000; Burani & Caramazza, 1987; Taft, 1979 Taft, , 2004 .
Similar to word responses, also nonword responses should be influenced by the frequency of the stem, though in the opposite direction: High-frequency stems in nonwords should decelerate nonword responses in comparison to low-frequency stems. Taft and Forster (1976, Exp. 5 ) compared nonwords comprised of highfrequency constituents, such as stonefoil, and nonwords comprised of low-frequency constituents, such as stalegrip: Nonwords with a high-frequency constituent produced slightly slower responses than those with a low-frequency constituent. In spite of the fact that this effect was interpreted differently by the authors, it supports the predictions of the present model that the frequency of the stem should affect nonword decisions. Correspondingly, an illegal combination participle such as gekaufen that holds the highly familiar stem kauf (type frequency of 525 and a token frequency of 3367) should seem more word-like and thus more difficult to reject as nonword than an illegal combination participle as gekä uft comprising the lower frequent stem kä uf (type frequency of 81 and a token frequency of 401).
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Stem-affix combinability Speakers of a language mostly produce correct combinations and are able to decide which combinations are correct. Hence, the model predicts that besides the frequency of the stem also the frequency of a particular stem-affix combination will influence the word recognition process. The question is where and how the information about the stem-affix combinability is stored, if it is stored at all. One option is the assumption of a wholeword level, to which the stem-affix combination is compared, as in early models of decomposition (Taft, 1979 (Taft, , 1981 Taft & Forster, 1975; Taft, Hambly, & Kinoshita, 1986 ) and more recent interactive activation models (Colé, Segui, & Taft, 1997; Taft, 1994) . Another possibility is to assume explicit rules that specify the stem-affix combinability for regular inflections (e.g. Taft, 2004) or other specifications, such as inhibitory links of irregular stems to regular participle suffixes (e.g., Caramazza et al., 1988 ). The proposed model neither requires a whole-word level nor explicit rules. Rather, the legality of a combination is determined by the frequency of certain combinations that are encountered during language learning and language use. That is, the connections between stems and affixes represent the information about the correct form of the whole word, though in a flexible way, since these connections are acquired according to the frequency in which particular combinations occur. They can as well be lost again with diminishing occurrence. For example, in modern German many low-frequency irregular participles are replaced by new combinations (mostly of the infinitive stem and the -t suffix), such as gewringt replacing gewrungen (wrung), or may coexist alongside with new combinations, such as (original) gequollen (flowed) and the newer form gequellt. This flexible representation at the morpheme level allows us to explain how certain 'correct' forms can either coexist with new combinations or be replaced by them.
Moreover, stem-affix combinations can be swapped in nonstandard language. The stem kä uf is normally encountered with suffixes -er or -lich to perceive or produce the concepts someone who buys, as in Kä ufer (customer), or something that can be bought, as in kä uflich (purchasable). However, exposure to the unorthodox use of gekä uft as participle, indicating the concepts buy and past, will soon strengthen the connections between the stem kä uf and the affixes ge-and -t at the morpheme level. Indeed, a search in Google indicates that the form gekä uft is frequently used, mostly in a context marking nonstandard language usage. The stem kä uf has been continuously used in several dialects since Lower German, as in verkä ufen, though not in participle formations (Digital Wenker-Atlas, 2005).
The default combination
As discussed above, the present model suggests that two factors determine the learning algorithm for the processing of participles: the frequency of the constituents and the frequency of the combination. At least with German participles, the combination of the most frequent stem, namely, the infinitive stem, together with the most frequent participle suffix, namely, the -t suffix, and the most frequent combination type, namely, the combination (infinitive/-t), will lead to the production of a 'default' combination if no other combination is available. Consider, for instance, the verb werfen (throw) and its irregular participle formation geworfen (thrown), which possesses a surface frequency of 115. Regarding the different stem types of werfen, the infinitive stem werf has a type frequency of 328 and a token frequency of 620, the correct participle stem worf has a type frequency of 72 and a token frequency of 473, the preterit stem warf has a type frequency of 171 and a token frequency of 154, and the present stem wirf has a type frequency of 104 and a token frequency of 232.
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With regard to the participle combination type, for monomorphemic verbs, the combination (infinitive/-t) has a type frequency of roughly 1700, whereas the combination (infinitive/-en) has a type frequency of 41, and combinations with stems other than the infinitive stem, namely (participle/-en), possess a type frequency of 144.
If, for some reason, the system were to construct a participle formation from the stem and affix constituents, the most frequent stem werf, together with the most frequent participle suffix -t, and the most frequent combination type (infinitive/-t) would yield the combination gewerft, which corresponds to the default combination as suggested by a dual mechanism model (e.g. Clahsen, 1999; Pinker, 1999 ). The present model thus can explain the emergence of a 'default' form by postulating a learning algorithm instead of an inborn default mechanism.
The frequency of combinations
The link between a particular stem and a certain affix is strengthened by the frequency of their joint use. The surface frequency of a form reflects how often a particular stem-affix combination occurs, that is, it reflects the strength of the connections between these constituents. The model predicts that the more a specific combination is applied-as expressed by its surface frequency-the stronger the connection between its constituents, and the faster the responses for word decisions. Similarly, the model defines nonword decisions for illegal combination participles by the strength of existing stem-affix connections: Both correct and illegal combinations activate the same core meanings at the concept level. When the orthographic codes of gekauft and gekä uft are encountered, their constituent morphemes, ge-, kauf, kä uf, and -t are accessed at the morpheme level. Both stems kauf and kä uf equally activate the concept buy, and the affixes ge-and -t activate the concept past. However, they differ in the amount of activation that is produced by the links between the constituents. The existing connections between kauf and -t of the correct combination are strongly interconnected and thus boost the overall activation at the concept level. In contrast, there are no such connections for the illegally combined constituents kä uf and -t, since kä uf is usually combined with suffixes -lich and -er. Without existing and fostering links, the constituents of an illegal combination do not enhance the overall activation.
Furthermore, correct combinations differ from illegal combinations in the amount of activation that is fed back from the concept level. Feedback from the concept level always occurs for the strongest connections related to a concept, that is, for those constituents that are frequently used with it. For example, the concepts buy and past feed back to the morpheme level via the strongest links that are related to the joint concept bought, that is, to the morphemes ge-, kauf, and -t. For a correct participle this feedback will fasten a word response. In contrast, this feedback will yield conflicting information for an illegal combination, because the constituents that yield the most activation from the concept's feedback are different to those that actually activated these concepts. This feedback to different constituents at the morpheme level will cause a delay in responses. Indeed, illegal combination participles such as gekä uft or gekaufen were found to interfere with lexical decision latencies and accuracies relative to form-related pseudostem participles such as gekaust (Smolka, 2005) .
In total, both the activation of links between existing constituents and feedback from the concept level to familiar morpheme connections will provide stronger overall activation for existing combinations than for nonexistent combinations. Finally, a nonword response may be reached for those constituents that trigger less activation in the system, namely illegal combinations. When the connections between correct stem and affixes are strong, this may add more to the overall activation, causing a relevant difference in the activation level produced by correct and incorrect combinations. However, when the connections are weak as with low-frequency participles, these weak connections between the correct stem-affix constituents will add little to the overall activation, and the feedback from the concept level to the correct constituents will be also relatively weak. Thus, incorrectly combined constituents will represent convincing competitors, making it more difficult to reject illegal combinations as nonwords. Smolka (2005) showed that the surface frequency, that is, the frequency of a correct stem-affix combination influences the decision process to classify an illegal combination as nonword: When the correct participle was of high frequency, decisions to reject an illegal stem-affix combination as nonword were faster than when the correct participle was of low frequency.
Stem frequency versus surface frequency
Previous models took the existence of stem frequency effects and surface frequency effects as a diagnostic for different processing stages or different processing routes: Decomposition models (Taft, 1979 (Taft, , 2004 interpreted the interaction between stem frequency and surface frequency as indicating two different stages of the word recognition process: Stem (i.e. base) frequency effects emerge at an early stage of processing when stems are accessed. Surface frequency effects arise at a later stage of processing, when the combinability of an accessed stem and an accessed affix is checked.
Dual route models assume the parallel activation of a parsing process and the retrieval of whole words (Baayen et al., 1997; Bertram et al., 2000; Niswander et al., 2000; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995) . Base frequency effects were interpreted to indicate that parsing was used, while surface frequency effects implied whole word retrieval.
In contrast to both types of models, the present model assumes that stem frequency and surface frequency effects arise simultaneously at the morpheme level: The frequency of the constituents affects the speed and strength with which the corresponding concepts are activated. The surface frequency, that is, the strength of the link between the constituents, supports the activation of these concepts in case of a word, or conflicts with the concept activation in case of nonwords. Thus, for high-frequency words the links between the constituents are particularly strong, so that they may override the effect of the single constituent, whereas the links between constituents are relatively weak for low-frequency words, so that a single stem will be more effective.
Thus, the assumption that base and surface frequency effects arise simultaneously makes the requirement for assuming two different processing routes (parsing vs. retrieval) or two different processing stages (early vs. late) superfluous. Therefore, morphemic constituents suffice as access representations to a concept without the explicit representation of whole words, since inflected (or otherwise complex) words are represented by their morphemic constituents, the links between these constituents, and the strength of these links.
Acquisition, learning, and cross-language differences
The model agrees with neural network models that stress the learning principles of the system (e.g., Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Westermann, 2000 Westermann, , 2005 . The frequency of specific stem-affix combinations encountered during language acquisition and language use determines which combinations are applied. That is, the system is flexible: Experience changes the weights of the connections between constituents. The system is able to adapt to shifts in language use (as the parallel use of irregular and regularized participle formations demonstrate) as well as to experimental conditions: In a lexical decision task, the use of nonwords comprising inflected pseudostems will stress the weight of the morphemic constituents, whereas the inclusion of nonwords comprising illegal combinations of existing stems with existing affixes will emphasize the connections between the constituents. The former type of nonwords should yield a base frequency effect, whereas illegal combinations should yield a surface frequency effect accompanied with a weakened or reversed base frequency effect as described in Taft (2004) .
Cross-language differences, in particular those between morphologically rich and poor languages, could be explained in a similar way, that is, by differences in the relative weighting that the sublevels receive. In a morphologically rich language, such as German (Arabic or Hebrew), the morphological relations predominate the meaning: a morpheme (or root in Semitic languages) immediately activates its core concept, independent of the affix or word pattern relations. Indeed, semantically opaque derivations like umkommen (perish) primed their base verb like kommen (come) to the same degree as did transparent derivations like mitkommen (come along; Smolka, Komló si, & Rö sler, 2006) .
In contrast, in English, only semantically transparent derivations (successful) primed their base form (success), whereas semantically opaque derivations that feed a different concept (successor) did not (e.g. Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994) . In terms of the model, in morphologically poor languages, the single constituents of a complex word receive less weight than the links between the constituents (corresponding to the whole word), so that the activation via the combined constituents outweighs that of the single constituents. In case of a transparent word, the morphemic constituents and the connections between them will feed to the same concept, whereas in case of a semantically opaque word, different concepts will be activated, and the activation of the concept that is fed by the joint connections will surpass the activation of the concept fed by the single constituent.
The production of morphologically complex words
The model in Fig. 2 can be easily adapted to capture findings in the realm of speech production by starting at the concept level, which feeds information via the morphemic level to phonemic output. For example, Zwitserlood, Bö lte, and Dohmes (2005) found that the naming of a picture representing Sonne (sun) was facilitated to the same degree by the presentation of an illegal combination, such as sonnö s (corresponding to an English nonword 'sunnous') as it was by the existing derived word sonnig (sunny). Such findings cannot be explained by established production models (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999 ) that assume different lemmas (corresponding to different stems in the present study) for each type of word category: sonn1 for adjectives, sonn2 for nouns, and sonn3 for verbs. In contrast, the present model assumes only one representation of a morpheme with the same stem sonn regardless of word category. Hence, as soon as the concept sun is activated, this activation spreads to all morphemes that relate to the same concept, so that morphemic units can be primed by existing words and nonwords.
Summary and conclusions
The model describes a single system for the processing of complex forms. The main processes and characteristics of the system are the following: Orthographic strings are decomposed into their constituent morphemes, namely stems and affixes. These are accessed and activated for meaning. Most important, stems are not marked for grammatical category, and several related stem (or morphemic) variants activate the same underlying concept. How often a stem occurs in language use (as reflected in its base frequency) influences the amount of activation that a stem receives. How often a particular stem and affix combination occurs in a language (as reflected in the surface frequency of a word) determines the connection strength between constituents. These processes occur for morphologically simple and complex forms regardless of whether they represent regular or irregular inflection, and existing or nonexistent formations. 0  1  3  8  gedü ftet  2  8  gedustet  3  8  häuten  0  gehäutet  0  1  2  8  gedampft  0  3  3  8  gehautet  5  8  gehäunet  1  8  morden  0  gemordet  1  2  0  8  gefaltet  1  4  3  8  gemö rdet  1  8  gemorket  1  8  nächtigen 0  genächtigt  0  1  0  10  geplatscht  0  0  2  10  genachtigt  1  10  genächsigt  1  10  näseln  0  genäselt  0  0  1  8  gelauert  0  7  6  8  genaselt  5 Appendix B (continued)
